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Paper Converting Machine Company and Hudson-Sharp join forces 
Alignment of two market leaders amplifies their capabilities, innovation and service 
 

GREEN BAY, Wis. — June 19, 2019 — Paper Converting Machine 
Company (PCMC) is pleased to welcome another Barry-Wehmiller 
entity into its robust portfolio of capabilities for the printing and 
converting industries.  
  
On Oct. 1, 2019, Hudson-Sharp will become a part of PCMC and 
Barry-Wehmiller’s converting equipment platform. Hudson-Sharp, 
a world-renowned leader in the making of bag converting 
equipment, is currently part of BW Flexible Systems, the flexible 
packaging machinery division of BW Packaging Systems, Barry-
Wehmiller’s packaging equipment platform. 
 
“Over the last several years, PCMC has continually expanded our 
services in the flexographic printing industry, while developing new, 
exciting innovations,” said Stan Blakney, PCMC’s US President. “The 
dynamic combination of Hudson-Sharp bag converting and PCMC’s 

flexographic print capabilities will take our services and ability to meet customer needs to the next level.” 
 
In 2017, PCMC acquired Graphbury Machines, a machine manufacturer and engineering-services provider for the flexible packaging 
industry, which has allowed PCMC to offer a wide range of products that improve flexographic printers’ production and 
performance. In May 2019, PCMC was a recipient of the Flexographic Technical Association’s Technical Innovation Award for its 
recent introduction of the SteadyPrint print-stabilization technology. 
 
The Hudson-Sharp Machine Company introduced Inno-Lok® technology in 1997, which, literally, changed the way zippers are 
applied to packaging. From wicketers to stand-up pouch machines to the Inno-Lok® and Pour & Lok™ pre-applied closure product 
lines, the Hudson-Sharp brand has been the solution for bag converting companies for 100 years. 
 
“PCMC and Hudson-Sharp equipment go hand in hand,” Blakney said. “The alignment of our businesses and products, with our 
shared knowledge of the continuum of the printing and converting processes, is only going to facilitate more innovation and help 
us to position our customers for more efficiencies and greater success. We are excited not only about the opportunities this will 
present for our customers, but also for our team members in Green Bay and in Europe.” 
 
Rich Faber, who currently serves as Operations Leader for Hudson-Sharp’s Green Bay location and has successfully stewarded the 
brand for nearly 30 years, will become Operations Leader for all of PCMC. Craig Compton, currently PCMC’s Vice President of Lean 
Initiatives (L3), will become Vice President, Printing and Bag Converting, assuming commercial leadership of the Hudson-Sharp and 
PCMC print business. 
 
Hudson-Sharp has been a part of the Barry-Wehmiller family since 2009 and has operations based in Green Bay and Brussels, 
Belgium. Hudson-Sharp’s Brussels location will now become the European center for the broader printing and bag converting line.  
 
PCMC recently celebrated its 100th anniversary in Green Bay. It became part of the Barry-Wehmiller family in 2005 
and has a second location in Lucca, Italy. PCMC’s printing technologies—such as the Fusion and ELS series of 
printers—are designed to reduce energy costs and include fast make-ready, waste-saving and quick-changeover 

Hudson-Sharp’s Brussels location will now become the European 
center for the broader PCMC printing and bag converting line. 
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features. Innovative equipment, such as the Meridian laser anilox cleaner, which provides a solution for one-pass anilox roll 
cleaning that achieves like-new surface conditions at unprecedented speeds, and the aforementioned SteadyPrint anti-bounce 
feature that enhances customer graphics and total brand imagery, shows PCMC’s dedication to moving the flexographic printing 
industry forward.  
   

ABOUT PAPER CONVERTING MACHINE COMPANY (PCMC) 
Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) specializes in the design and manufacture of high-performance converting machinery for the tissue, 
nonwovens and package-printing industries worldwide. Our comprehensive product offerings include rewinding, laminating, printing, embossing, 
perforating and packaging equipment for tissue and towels; folding and converting machines; and a complete range of flexographic printing 
presses and laser anilox cleaners, serving the flexible-packaging, prime-label and carton-converting industries. For more about PCMC, which is 
part of Barry-Wehmiller, go to pcmc.com. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 
Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, sheeting 
and paper-converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven growth, Barry-
Wehmiller has become a $3 billion organization with nearly 12,000 team members united by a common belief: to use the power of business to 
build a better world. CEO Bob Chapman shares the story of the company’s transformation in his book, Everybody Matters: The Extraordinary 
Power of Caring for Your People Like Family. To learn more, go to barrywehmiller.com. 
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